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1. Introduction
First of all I would like to thank the organisers for giving me the possibility of opening this
conference and for choosing such an inspiring venue, as the Convent of San Domenico. Besides
having a long intellectual tradition, going back to scholars like Albertus Magnus, Meister Eckart
and Thomas Aquinas, these sages had an interesting approach of dealing with different-minded
people, which we might re-consider nowadays, in particular when dealing with politicians, who
endanger the scientific progress with nationalistic and racist attitudes.
The idea of this talk was not to anticipate any of the results that will be shown later in the con-
ference; they will be covered by the individual talks and by the theory summary [1]. Moreover,
to give a further indication of the broad range of theoretical activities in this field, I mostly quote
results from groups that are not present at CHARM 2016. Marco will present the correspond-
ing experimental introduction [2], including historical remarks. The topics discussed in Bologna
were grouped into the following sessions: Heavy Ions, Multi-body hadronic decays and amplitude
analysis, Leptonic, semi-leptonic and rare decays (CKM elements), Charm Baryon decays, Char-
monium and Exotics, production and spectroscopy, CP violation, Mixing and non-leptonic decays,
Open Charm production and spectroscopy and Future Prospects. In order to give a systematic,
brief overview of our field and its aims as well as to point out some directions, that might be
important for the future development of our field I have chosen to re-categorise these topics into:
1. What is special about Charm?
• the mass of the charm quark is neither heavy nor light; thus it is questionable if theory
tools like the Heavy Quark Expansion ([3] or [4] for a review) or factorisation [5] work
in the charm system.
• the charm system is subjected to severe GIM [6] cancellations. This standard model
peculiarity might not be present in extensions of it. Moreover such a strong numerical
effect might also overshadow tests of the applicability of theory tools.
• due to different couplings and parameters the investigation of charmed hadrons is com-
plementary to the well-studied Kaons and B-mesons.
• finally a very pragmatic motivation for studying the charm system: we have a huge
amount of charm data, e.g. from LHCb or BESIII (see e.g. [7]) and there is much more
to come from Belle II [8], the LHC-upgrade [9], BESIII [10] and PANDA [11].
2. Understanding of QCD: having a quantitative understanding of hadronic effects in the charm
sector is absolutely crucial for any conclusions about possible new physics effects in the
charm system; a very instructive example for that statement is the ∆ACP-saga, see e.g. [12].
• Spectroscopy, exotics: the theoretical description and understanding of bound-states
including charm quarks is a very active research field, in particular since exotic states
like penta-quarks have been established experimentally [13, 14]; we had nine dedicated
theory talks in Bologna: [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23].
• Charm contributions in heavy ion physics might shed more light into the nature of the
quark-gluon plasma and thus on cosmology, see e.g. [24], [25], [26], [27], [28] at this
conference.
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• Charm production is described by perturbative QCD, we had two presentations at
CHARM 2016: [29], [30].
• Leptonic and semi-leptonic decays have the simplest possible hadronic structure, they
depend on non-perturbative decay constants and form factors, which can be determined
on the lattice or with sum rules. The lattice progress was described in [31]. These
decays seem to be good candidates for new physics searches [32], [33].
• Hadronic decays are considerably more difficult to be described in theory, thus it is not
clear whether tools like QCD factorisation give us any insight and one has to use as-
sumptions like SU(3)F -symmetry to make predictions. This topic was also intensively
discussed at CHARM 2016: [39], [40], [41], [42], [43].
• Mixing: a naive application of the theory tools that work well in the B-system to the
D-system gives results that are orders of magnitudes away from the experimental result.
Here progress is urgently needed to make use of the relatively precise data - mixing was
discussed in Bologna in [44], [45]. Lattice might turn out to yield promising results for
D-mixing on a longer time scale [46]; on a shorter time scale a precise theoretical
investigation of charm lifetimes [47], which is doable with current lattice technology,
could shed light into the convergence properties of the HQE in the charm-system.
3. Determination of Standard Model parameters:
• The CKM elements Vcs and Vcd are among the least well known mixing parameters;
their measurement provides a test of the unitarity of the CKM matrix. The impact of
charm physics to the CKM fit was discussed in [48].
• The precise value of the charm quark mass mc is needed for e.g. precision predictions
in the b-quark sector. This topic was not discussed in Bologna.
4. Search for new physics effects in the charm sector are complementary to many of the current
indirect search strategies:
• D-meson decays (leptonic, semi-leptonic and hadronic ones) were discussed in that
respect by [32, 33]. If new physics particles are heavy then our theory tools could
work again well for the new contributions; unfortunately it is still very problematic to
estimate the size of the Standard Model part.
• A study of the Higgs-Yukawa coupling (H → cc¯) was suggested several times in the
recent literature, see e.g. [34, 35, 36, 37, 38].
• There are almost no studies of dark matter candidates that couple to the up-type quark
sector, see [49].
• Indirect charm contributions to quantities that are very sensitive to new physics effects
are currently studied on the lattice, e.g. g−2 [50], εK [51, 52].
5. Our understanding of Quantum Mechanics might be improved by quantum coherent charm
measurements; this was discussed in [53].
Due to a limitation in space we will not discuss all these topics in the proceedings.
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2. What is special about Charm?
The masses of the charm and the bottom quarks are now very well determined. In [54] values
of
m¯c(m¯c) = 1.267(11)GeV , (2.1)
m¯b(m¯b) = 4.183(83)GeV (2.2)
were obtained, using lattice QCD. The large value of the bottom quark mass enables an expansion
of inclusive decay rates in the inverse of this value [3]:
Γ= Γ0 +
Λ2
m2b
Γ2 +
Λ3
m3b
Γ3 +
Λ4
m4b
Γ4 + . . . , (2.3)
where Λ is a hadronic scale. The convergence of the HQE in the bottom sector was proven [55]
by the agreement of experiment [56] and theory [57] (based on [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]) for the
decay rate difference ∆Γs in the neutral B0s -system.
∆ΓHFAGs = (0.083±0.006)ps−1 , ∆ΓSMs = (0.088±0.020)ps−1 . (2.4)
The charm quark mass is roughly a factor of three smaller than the bottom-quark mass and thus
much closer to the hadronic scale ΛQCD. Hence it is questionable if the HQE is still converging,
even if it does not seem unreasonable a priori. The experimental values for the mixing observables
in the charm sector read [56]:
xExp.D =
∆MD
ΓD
= (0.37±0.16) ·10−2 , yExp.D =
∆ΓD
2ΓD
= (0.66+0.07−0.10) ·10−2 . (2.5)
To test the applicability of the HQE we simply adopt the formulae from the B-sector to the D-
mesons [65] (including αs(mc)- and Λ/mc-corrections)
yHQED ≤ |ΓD12|τD , (2.6)
ΓD12 = −
(
λ 2s Γ
ss
12 +2λsλdΓ
ds
12 +λ
2
dΓ
dd
12
)
. (2.7)
λq denotes CKM structures and the Γpq12 are the loop contributions with an internal p- and q-quark.
Considering only the s-quark contribution, we get
yHQED ⊃ −λ 2s Γss12τD ≈ 5.6yExp.D . (2.8)
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Thus a single diagram gives a contribution that is larger than the experimental value. Considering
now all three contributions and using in addition the unitarity of the CKM matrix, we find a severe
GIM cancellation
yHQED ≈ −λ 2s
(
Γss12−2Γsd12 +Γdd12
)
τD ≈ 1.7 ·10−4yExp.D , (2.9)
pushing the HQE prediction far below the experimental value. Similar GIM cancellations appear
also in rare penguin induced D-decays. Below we will discuss implications of this severe cancella-
tions.
3. Understanding of QCD
For spectroscopy, exotics, heavy ions and charm production we refer the reader to the individ-
ual contributions [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] and we concentrate
here on meson decays and mixing. Leptonic decays, like D+s → µ+ + νµ , posses the simplest
hadronic structure, which is parameterised by a decay constant fDs :
〈0|c¯γµγ5q|Dq(p)〉= i fDq pµDq . (3.1)
The theoretical determination with sum rules and lattice QCD of decay constants is quite advanced,
see e.g. [66], and it agrees well with experimental measurements:
Table from Ref. [66].
From a hadronic point of view the next complicated class of decays are semi-leptonic decays. Here
the non-perturbative part is parameterised by form factors
〈K|V µ |D〉= f+(q2)
(
pµD+ p
µ
K−
M2D−M2K
q2
qµ
)
+ f0(q2)
M2D−M2K
q2
qµ , (3.2)
where f+ and f0 denote the form factors, that depend on the momentum transfer. To get an idea
of the currently achieved theoretical precision for decay constants and form factors we show a plot
from a talk of Steven Gottlieb at LATTICE 2016 [67].
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Even more complicated are purely hadronic decays like D→ pipi or D→ KK. It is not clear at all,
that matrix elements like
〈pipi|Q|D〉 , (3.3)
where Q is a four-quark operator, factorise. To make nevertheless theoretical statements, assump-
tions like SU(3)F -symmetry are regularly used in the literature, see e.g. [68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74]
for some recent (2013 onward) references. In the long term future this problem might be solv-
able with lattice QCD, by an extension [75] of methods that have shown to be very successful for
hadronic Kaon decays [51].
Finally we are coming back to mixing. The off-diagonal elements of the matrix describing the
mixing of neutral D-mesons can be expressed as
2MD
(
MD12−
i
2
ΓD12
)
= 〈D0|H |∆C|=2eff |D¯0〉+∑
n
〈D0|H |∆C|=1eff |n〉〈n|H |∆C|=1eff |D¯0〉
MD−En+ iε . (3.4)
The first term on the r.h.s. is short distance dominated. The necessary matrix elements of the
4-quark operators have been determined on the lattice [76, 77]; this part is thus relatively well un-
derstood. It is also interesting to note that heavy new physics particles contribute predominantly to
the short distance part. The second term on the r.h.s. is dominated by light internal particles. In
the B-system the corresponding contribution to M12 turned out to be negligible (due to the CKM
structure and the large value of the top-quark mass) and M12 is given to a very good approxima-
tion by the |∆B = 2| contribution alone. This is not the case anymore in the D-system. On the
other hand, Γ12 is governed by on-shell intermediate particles, hence only the |∆B,C = 1|-parts are
contributing, In the case of B-mixing it turned out to be possible to use quark hadron duality and
perform successfully an expansion in Λ/mb, the Heavy Quark Expansion. In the D-system one
expects the expansion parameter to be a factor three larger, which might still be ok. A related way
of looking at that, is to compare the remaining phase space in the decay channels contributing to
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the decay rate difference with the hadronic scale.
MB0s −2MD(∗)s = 1.43(1.15)GeV , (3.5)
MB0s −MJ/ψ −Mφ = 1.25GeV , (3.6)
MD−2MK = 0.88GeV , (3.7)
MD−2Mpi = 1.59GeV . (3.8)
These numbers for ∆Γs and ∆ΓD are quite similar, so a priori it seems not obvious that the HQE
does not converge in the charm system, on the other we have seen above that the leading terms of
the HQE give results that are about four orders of magnitude below the experimental value. Instead
of the inclusive approach which assumes quark hadron duality one can try to use the exclusive
approach, where the sum over all possible final states into which both the D0-meson and the D¯0-
meson can decay, has to be performed. This is obviously even more challenging than calculating
only one hadronic D-meson decay. Nevertheless this approach together with several simplifying
assumptions was used in [78, 79] to predict roughly the experimental values of the charm mixing
observables. Here the next step would be to reduce the number of assumptions and make the theory
predictions more realistic; there are indications that on a long time scale this issue could be solved
on the lattice by further developments of the methods from Hansen and Sharpe [75].
But even, if it turns out in future that the exclusive approach will reproduce the experimental D-
mixing values, it is not clear, why the inclusive approach is failing by about four orders of mag-
nitude, despite working so well in the B sector and despite having an expansion parameter that is
only a factor of about three larger. Above we already observed that the individual diagrams for ΓD12
give values larger than yExp and only the combination of all three contributing diagrams is more or
less vanishing due to GIM cancellations. This old observation was revived recently in [80], where
it was found that a modification of individual diagrams of the order of 20% due to some unknown
duality violating effect, would be sufficient to lift the GIM suppression so much, that the experi-
mental value of y could be reproduced by the leading term in the HQE.
In the same spirit, it was already argued several years ago [81, 82, 83] that the GIM suppression
might be lifted in higher orders of the HQE. If the lifting of the GIM suppression is more pro-
nounced than the suppression due to Λ/mc, then the dominant contribution of the HQE prediction
for ΓD12 might actually stem from dimension 9 or dimension 12 contributions, see also [65]. A first
step in that direction was already done in [84], which seems to indicate that dimension nine is in
fact larger than the leading dimension six contribution, but unfortunately still considerably below
experiment.
Next one could continue to determine the dimension twelve contributions and thus test the above
idea of the dominance of higher orders in the HQE. A severe limitation of this approach will, how-
ever, be the treatment of the unknown matrix elements of the 8-fermion operators. Except naive
factorisation there is currently no adequate theory tool in sight. An alternative test of the conver-
gence of the HQE in the charm-system would be the investigation of observables that are free of
GIM-cancellations. Here lifetime ratios are the prime candidates. The experimental value of the
lifetime ratio shows quite a large deviation from one
τ(D+)
τ(D0)
Exp
= 2.536±0.019 . (3.9)
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This number does, however, not necessarily point towards a 150% correction in the HQE, a 40%
correction could also easily do the job, via (1 + 0.4)/(1− 0.4) = 2.3. The perturbative part of
the HQE prediction for this lifetime ratio is known up to next-to-leading order in QCD and in the
parameter Λ/mc [47]; unfortunately the non-perturbative matrix elements of the arising 4-quark
operators
Qq = c¯γµ(1− γ5)q · c¯γµ(1− γ5)q , (3.10)
QqS = c¯(1− γ5)q · c¯(1+ γ5)q , (3.11)
T q = c¯γµ(1− γ5)T aq · c¯γµ(1− γ5)T aq , (3.12)
T qS = c¯(1− γ5)T aq · c¯(1+ γ5)T aq (3.13)
have not yet been determined. This task seems to be perfectly doable with current lattice technol-
ogy. Making some simplifying assumptions for the unknown matrix elements Ref.[47] obtained
τ(D+)
τ(D0)
HQE
= 2.2±1.7hadronic+0.3scale−0.7 ±0.1parametric . (3.14)
This result is promising, but unfortunately not conclusive, due to the huge uncertainties related
to the unknown matrix elements. Here a lattice study could shed very valuable insight into the
applicability of the HQE. Finally it is entertaining to note that there is still the possibility of having
found new physics in D-mixing without having noticed it yet.
4. Determination of Standard model parameters:
The direct determination of the CKM elements Vcs and Vcd still suffers from considerable
uncertainties. PDG [85] quotes values of
Vcd = 0.225±0.008 , (4.1)
Vcs = 0.986±0.016 , (4.2)
Vcb = 0.0411±0.0013 . (4.3)
This leads to the following test of the unitarity of the CKM matrix
|Vcd |2 + |Vcs|2 + |Vcb|2 = 1.024±0.032 = 1+(0.15)2± (0.18)2 . (4.4)
Thus there is still space for sizable new physics effects and the corresponding CKM values have
to be determined more precise in future. The status quo of CKM fits will be reviewed by Derkach
[48].
The charm quark mass mc has been determined by many groups and has obtained an impressive
precision, which is necessary for making precise predictions in other fields, like b-physics, where
the charm quark mass is an important input parameter. An overview of lattice determinations was
shown at LATTICE 2016 by Nakayama [86]:
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This topic was not discussed in Bologna.
5. Search for new physics:
D-meson decays and D-mixing are places where new physics effects could lead to significant
contributions. If the new degrees of freedom are heavy, i.e. of the order of the weak scale or larger,
then we could use effective theories to integrate the new particles out and our theory tools would
be in a similar good shape as in the B-system. The larger value of the strong coupling at the scale
of charm quark mass will, however, still be a drawback, as well as the uncertainty related to the
detailed size of the standard model contribution. On the other hand the new contributions could not
be affected by the severe GIM cancellations present in the Standard Model part of D-mixing and
some rare D-decays, leading thus to interesting bounds on the new couplings. New physics effects
to D-meson decays were discussed in [32, 33]. There is also some ongoing interest in finding
bounds on the Yukawa-couplings of the charm quark [34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. The current bounds on
the Higgs couplings were e.g. presented by Joachim Brod at BEAUTY 2016
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Here the charm coupling is severely unconstrained and leaves plenty of room for new effects.
Indirect charm contributions are also crucial for precise Standard Model values of quantities that
are very sensitive to new effects and there we currently find deviations of the order of 3 standard
deviations, e.g. the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon g− 2 and indirect CP-violation in
Kaon-mixing, denoted by εK , see e.g. [51, 52].
6. Conclusion
Further indications for the fact that charm phenomenology is a very rich field can be found in
all the contributions to CHARM 2016, including the experimental summary [87].
We concentrated in these proceedings on the applicability of our theory tools to the charm sector.
The seemingly obvious failure of the HQE for charm mixing, might also have different sources
than a simple inapplicability:
• Quark hadron duality violating effects as low as 20 % could be the source of the discrepancy.
Thus for other observables the HQE might still give decent estimates.
• Higher order terms in the HQE might be the dominant contribution due to a lifting of the
GIM cancellations. Here again the HQE might still give good estimates for quantities that
are not affected by severe GIM cancellations.
• Finally it is amusing to note, that it is still not completely excluded that we already observed
new physics effects in D mixing.
The question whether the HQE gives reasonable estimates for charm observables that are not af-
fected by strong GIM cancellations, can be well tested by theoretical studies of the D-meson life-
9
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times. The only missing theoretical ingredients for this test are matrix elements of 4-quark op-
erators, that can be determined with current lattice technology. By the time of CHARM 2018 in
Novosibirsk [88] we will hopefully be closer to an answer of these questions.
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